INDEPENDENT ELECTORAL AND BOUNDARIES COMMISSION
Opening of Ballot Box at the Constituency Tallying Centre to retrieve materials wrongly put in the box
Upon arrival at the Constituency Tallying Centre, where the PO is found to have wrongly put materials in the sealed ballot box, the following steps should be taken:
1. The PO shall inform the RO;
2. PO will be required to summon his/her polling station agents to the Constituency Tallying Centre; and
3. In the presence of the RO, the Constituency Tallying Center Agents, and polling station agents the PO opens the ballot box and retrieves the required materials
and then seal accordingly and record the new seal serial numbers in the PSD.
The Polling Station Agents and Tallying Centre Agents will be required to sign as witnesses to the process and RO will record in the RO Incident Report.
In the event that the Polling Station Agents are unreachable, the RO will inform the Commission who will give further guidance.
Fresh Presidential Election Results Path
The Chairperson (the Presidential Returning Officer) announces results from each county, declares presidential election results and delivers written notification of
the result to the Chief Justice and to the incumbent President

RESULT PATH AT POLLING STATION

RESULT PATH AT THE CONSTITUENCY
TALLYING CENTER

The Presiding Officer:
1. Counts votes and tabulates the election result in form 34A.
2. Announces the results as recorded in form 34A.
3. Request the candidates’ agents present to append their
signatures on form 34A.
4. Appends his/her signature in form 34A.
5. Stamps all copies of form 34A with the provided IEBC PO
stamp.
6. Keys in the election results from Form 34 A into the KIEMS Kit
7. Verifies accuracy of the results recorded in KIEMS kit against
those recorded in form 34A.
8. Displays to the Agents the presidential election results as
recorded in KIEMS.
9. Captures a CLEAR and focused image of the original form 34A
using the KIEMS kit.
10. Verifies accuracy of the results keyed in KIEMS kit against
those captured in form 34A image.
11. Displays to the Agents the presidential election results as
keyed in KIEMS and the Image captured.
12. Submits the results using the KIEMS kit.
13. Waits for the confirmation message “SUCCESS, the results
submission has been successfully done”
14. Clicks the LOGS TRANSMISSION icon to complete the
transmission of results.
15. Fills in the Polling Station Diary with all relevant details
16. Confirms correctness of Polling Station Diary regarding ballot
counts for all elections, package results and related materials
17. Delivers the ballot box, ORIGINAL form 34A and other election
results related forms, materials and equipment to the
constituency RO

The Constituency RO:
1.

Receives all original forms 34A election results from all polling
stations in the constituency.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Disregards the results of the count of a polling station where
that polling station..
Disregards the results of the count of a polling station where

2.

the total votes exceed the total number of voters who turned
out to vote in that polling station..
Announces the results of the original form 34A from each
polling station.

3.

Collates by recording election results from all original forms
34A of the presidential election as received from all polling
stations in the Constituency to form 34B.

7.

station result form 34As.
Invites the tallying Centre agents to verify and confirm the
results in form 34B and sign.
Announces the results of the collation form 34Bfor each
polling stations.
Fills in name, ID, Sign, date and Stamp the form 34B.

10. Scans and sends all Form34A and the form 34B using the
secured transmission.
11. Makes copies of the form 34B available to the Tallying center
agents.
12. Physically delivers original Forms 34A and 34B to the
Chairperson at the National Tallying Center

Complementary Mechanism for Results Transmission System
(RTS)
In case the results transmission fails at the polling station, the
Presiding Officer will be required to:
1.

The Presidential Returning Officer (Chairperson):
1.

Verifies the collated results in form 34B against each polling

9.

(The National Tallying Center receives and tallies all constituency
collated elections results in form 34B and election results forms
declaration 34A)

the total valid votes exceed the number of registered voters in

6.

8.

RESULT PATH AT THE NATIONAL
TALLYING CENTER

Move to the nearest point from the polling station that has good
network and transmit accordingly;

2. If there is still no network, proceed to the Constituency Tallying
Centre and transmit from the Constituency Tallying Centre.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Verifies the electronically collated results in form 34B against
each electronic polling station result forms 34A.
Verifies the electronically transmitted forms 34A against the
physically delivered forms 34A.
If a form 34A was not transmitted, the physically received
form is used.
Completes the handing over taking over section of form 34B
by each RO and the chairperson.
Announces results as received physically from each RO.
Verifies physical submitted 34Bs against physically
submitted 34As.
Records errors/variances discovered in Form 34B in the
National Tallying Center notebook.
Tallies by recording election results from all forms 34B of the
presidential election as received from all the constituencies to
form 34C.
Verifies the collated results in form 34C against each polling
station result forms 34A.
Invites the chief agents to verify and confirm the results in
form 34C.
Announces the results of the declaration form 34C.
Indicates his/her name, signs, dates and stamps the form
34C.
Invites the chief agents to append their signatures to form
34C.
Prints the form 34C generated
Avails the form 34C to the chief agents.
Declares the Presidential Election Results using form 34C.
Fills and issues the form 34D certificate to the person
declared elected.

Where the KIEMS Kit fails completely:
1.

The PO shall inform the RO of the failure of the Kit and asks for replacement or repair
of KIEMS
2. In the event that the KIEMS kit cannot be repaired or replaced, the PO shall document
the incident in the Polling Station Diary (PSD) which shall be signed by all the agents;
3. The PO then proceeds to deliver the hard copy Form 34A and PSD to the Returning
Officer.
The Commission shall publicize, through electronic or print media of national circulation, or
any other accessible medium, to the public of the failure of transmission from that polling
station.

